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3 A method for analysing the traffic process in
 a safety perspective

Åse Svensson

Introduction

The aim of this study is to extend the traffic safety assessment concept to also
include normal road user behaviours, thus not only exceptional behaviours such as
accidents and serious conflicts. The goal is to provide a framework for a more
thorough description and analysis of safety related road user behaviour in order to
better understand the traffic safety processes.

3.1 Safety hierarchy
All events in traffic are more or less related to safety and it is logical to assume that
encounters between road users can be described as events in a safety hierarchy. If
a safety hierarchy was to be set up on the basis of road users’ and society’s
conceptions of unsafety and the severity of an event, the serious injury accident
would be located at the top of the hierarchy as the most severe event. The events
located next to the serious injury accidents in the safety hierarchy must be those
events that almost end up as serious injury accidents. And so on.

3.2 Severity hierarchy
To be used for practical applications the safety hierarchy has to be made
operational. The aim must be to construct a severity hierarchy for traffic events so
that for each event a severity can be estimated. The severity should be related to the
probability of serious injury accident. This probability is linked to the dynamics of the
event, and should relate to any event with similar characteristics occurring for the
same entity (intersection, road user group etc.).

3.3 My approach
The severity hierarchy can be used for analyses of the traffic safety process, i.e.
describing the relationship between accident related events. The traffic process can
be seen as a continuum of events with different severity. Relevant events in the
traffic safety process are called interactions and are characterised by a collision
course. The severity of the process is described by the Time-to-Accident and Speed
values. Time-to-Accident is the time that remains to an accident from the moment
one of the road user takes evasive action calculated assuming that they otherwise
had continued with unchanged speeds and directions. The severity in the
operationalised severity hierarchy refers to the severity of the event an infinitesimal
unit of time before the evasive action. The outcome in the form of an accident or not
then depends on the success of the evasive action.
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3.4 Study design
The study includes interactions between vehicle drivers and pedestrians. Only
manoeuvres where the vehicle driver either drives straight ahead or makes a right
turn, and interacts with a pedestrian are included. Road user behaviour is studied at
two signalised intersections and at one non-signalised intersection with right hand
rule.

3.5 Shape of the hierarchy
The relationship between the number of events of different severity (defined by the
Time-to-Accident/Speed value from the moment of evasive action for interactions
with a collision course) can be analysed through the shape of the hierarchy. The
shape is affected by different factors influencing the evasive behaviour of the road
users, such as type of road users and type of manoeuvres involved, speed of the
road users involved, traffic flow, intersectional design, etc. By analysing the shape of
different severity hierarchies, the traffic safety process for different conditions can be
studied. The shape of the severity hierarchy can be used:

• in describing differences in road user behaviour

• for predicting the frequency of more severe events from information about less
severe events

• for formulating traffic safety strategies

3.6 Hypotheses on factors possibly affecting the shape of 
the severity hierarchy

A) Similarities between the severity shapes, i.e. the frequency of events with
different severity, even though the data is collected during different time-periods.

B) Similarities between the severity shapes at similar types of intersections.
C) Type of control at the intersection influences the severity shape.
D) Type of manoeuvre at the intersection influences the severity shape.
E) Type of road user taking evasive action influences the severity shape.
Interactional data, conflict data and accident data are collected for the three different
sites with regard to the hypotheses set up and with regard to the manoeuvre and the
road user taking evasive action.

3.7 Results of analyses
The general conclusions are:

1) All distributions decline in both ends; towards the high and towards the low
severities. There is however a difference with regard to where the declination is
located, and to the degree of declination.

2) The pattern of the convexity, i.e. the part of the hierarchy with most interactions
between the declining top and the declining bottom, differ to varying extent
between the distributions.
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• There seem to be similarities between distributions of interactions involving
turning vehicles irrespective of whether the intersection is signalised or not and
irrespective of whether the turning interactions take place at different signalised
sites.

• For the interactions involving vehicles driving straight ahead, however, there
seems to be a difference between the distributions with regard to whether the
intersection is signalised or not. At the non-signalised intersection the convexity
of the distribution is located towards higher (but not the highest) severities as
compared to the signalised intersection. The convexity of the distribution at the
non-signalised intersection is more narrow, restricted to extend over only a few
severity levels as compared to the more widely spread convexity covering several
severities at the signalised intersection. (See example in Figure 0:1 below)

Figure 0:1 An example of different shapes with regard to severity. VSp, vehicles driving straight
ahead at a signalised intersection. DSp, the same manoeuvre at a non-signalised intersection.

• From the analyses it has not been possible to unambiguously describe the
importance of the type of road user taking evasive action.

3.8 Discussion
The results suggest a border in the severity hierarchy above which a high
occurrence rate of interactions is a sign of unsafety and beneath which a high
occurrence rate of interactions is a sign of safety. This could be of help when
differentiating between locations with mainly safe road user behaviour and locations
characterised by unsafe road user behaviour.

It is, however, to be noted that a location with a high interaction frequency at low
severity levels seems to produce the conditions for occasional events with high
injury accident potential. The convexity of these interactions with less severity was in
this study widely spread over several severity levels. The opposite pattern, a narrow
convexity at reasonably high severities, seems to be the insurance for preventing the
most severe types of events from occurring. This is probably due to the learning
process, i.e. the increased awareness of the road users brought about by
involvement in interactions with reasonably high severity. It is, therefore, from a
safety perspective not only interesting to analyse the part of the hierarchy with the
most severe events, but also to take the convexity of the distribution into
consideration. Hence, the shape of the hierarchy as such includes valuable safety
information.
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The severity concept will hopefully prove to be useful in ordinary traffic safety work.
For traffic safety research, the concept will hopefully serve as a possible framework
for exploring different traffic safety theories by taking the whole severity hierarchy
into consideration.


